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Sage RMS – Retail Management System

Sage RMS operates successfully in any retail environment and without boundaries, using stand-alone, remote dial-up or 
LAN and WAN technologies to cater for the needs of single stores or groups of stores at multiple metropolitan locations, 
nationally or internationally.

Sage RMS software has robust administrative features and can generate and distribute customised reports that meet 
individual store management or group management needs.  Quick, clear comparisons of current and historic data on 
customers, sales, stock movement and logistics enable the right decisions to be made at the right times at any location, 
worldwide.

The Sage RMS solutions comprise of the following available modules.  These can be used on their own or fully integrated 
with each other.

• Point of Sale
• Purchase Orders
• Interbranch Transfers
• Price Manager
• Stock Take
• PO Projection

•     Quote, Order, Cash/Credit Invoice and Credit Note processing
•     Customer maintenance
•     Receipting of debtor payments  (Accounts, Orders, Lay-aways)
•     Confirmation of credit limits for account sales
•     Customer loyalty: use of points as a payment method, special  
       pricing per loyalty level on specified days
•     Comprehensive lay-away functionality, including stock transfer 
       to lay-away location
•     EFT payments (credit card processing)
       Electronic gift voucher sales
•     Accommodates cellular phone airtime sales
•     Quick price-lookup including stock availability
•     Supervisor authorisation for unit price changes, credit limit 
       overrides, discounts and credit notes
•     Stock tracking
•     Gift registry, Valuations and repairs

Sage RMS – Point of Sale
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Sage RMS Point of Sale solutions encompass extensive 
functionality, offering companies exceptional flexibility and 
customisation options to meet their individual operational 
and accounting  requirements.

•     Voucher sales and tracking
•     Multiple alternate item numbers
•     Kit sales
•     Customer refunds
•     Reprinting of all transactions
•     Printing of documents to multiple printers (picking slips, labels)
•     Barcode scanning
•     Separate cashing up reports per user 
•     Support for Windows printers and OPOS compliant POS printers, cash drawers and line displays 
•     Automated integration process transfers all information into ERP software
•     Supports Terminal Services and Citrix environments
•     Remote off-line sites using scheduled bidirectional synchronisation with central Sage RMS database
•     A facility that allows users to restrict: Debtors per POS, location (wholesale vs retail), Price lists per POS location, 
       Payment types per POS location, allowing separate clearing accounts per location and per payment method, if 
       required Inventory locations from which a sale can be processed per POS location 
•     The linking of multiple Inventory Control locations to one POS location 
•     Allocation of sales person per line which facilitates tracking of multiple commissions on a single invoice
•     A cost and gross profit per line display for users to easily and quickly determine any discounts, as well as a minimum 
       gross profit per line control feature
•     Custom reports can be written in Crystal Reports® and added to the general reports menu option
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•     Purchase Orders, Receipting, Returns, Debit Notes
•     Automatic creation of Purchase Orders based on sales orders and stock-on-hand levels
•     A facility for branches to generate their own Purchase Orders for ad hoc purchases
•     Functionality that allows branches to receipt stock received directly from a supplier based on a purchase order 
       created by head office
•     Central receipting of stock, pre-allocated to each branch and automatic creation of the Inter Branch Transfers 
       associated with each branch
•     Purchase Order templates for easy recreation of Purchase Orders
•     Reprinting of all transactions
•     All reports can be customised
•     On-line and off-line functionality
•     Supports barcode scanners

Sage RMS  Purchase Orders

Efficient processing of Purchase Orders is critical to retail 
organisations. Sage RMS Purchase Orders facilitates remote 
Purchase Orders, Goods Receiving, Returns to Suppliers, 
Supplier Invoices and Credit Note capturing.
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Sage RMS  Inter Branch Transfers

•     Requesting, transferring, receipting and returning of stock, taking into account any damaged goods or variances
•     Distribution centre functionality for stock management and control
•     A special matrix to predetermine the goods in transit stock locations
•     Automatic creation of Inter Branch Transfers based on sales, sales orders and stock on hand levels
•     Restriction of transfers between branches if required
•     Quick lookup for stock availability and costs
•     Reprinting of all transactions
•     All reports can be customised
•     On-line and off-line functionality
•     Supports Bar code scanners

The scalability of Sage RMS caters for the special needs 
of branch infrastructures that are part and parcel of most 
retail organisations.
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Sage RMS Price Manager

•     Quick and simple addition of new stock items
•     Individual or large scale price changes based on multiple variables, including rounding 
•     Complete, in-depth analysis of price mark-ups against multiple costing methods
•     Easy access and reference to historical pricing information
•     Automatic activation of price lists on take-effect dates
•     Sales history / item information analysis
•     Multi Buys / promotions 
•     Standalone version allowing the creation of stock items at branch level
•     Stock segmentation hierarchy management
•     Label printing

The cornerstone of successful retailing is the effective management 
and control of pricing. Delays in implementing price increases and 
errors in mark-ups can seriously damage the profitability of the 
business. Sage RMS Price Manager makes it much easier to stay on 
top of pricing.
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Sage RMS  Stock Take

•     Multiple stock takes per Inventory Control location
•     Multiple stock counts per stock take
•     Consolidation of stock takes
•     Multiple user input per stock take
•     Reconciliation of variances between counts followed by inventory control quantities
•     Compatibility with handheld bar code scanners 
•     Stock reconciliation and stock capturing per bin 
•     On-line and off-line functionality
•     Authorised adjustments at store level

Stock can be a weak and problematic area for the retail industry 
across the board. Poor stock control impacts negatively on profits 
and taking stock is traditionally a time-consuming but essential 
function for retailers. Sage RMS Stock Take focuses on streamlining 
and simplifying the process.
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Sage RMS PO Projection

•     Single screen for stock ordering and the allocation of stock
•     Allows for automatic creation of Purchase Orders and Inter Branch Transfers
•     Budgets
•     Stock inquiry screen for Stock & Sales Analysis
•     Outstanding Purchase Order screen (Creditors)
•     Back Order Analysis (Debtors)
•     Stock Aging
•     Minimum / Maximum and Re-order level analysis
•     Multiple selection criteria per option
•     Export to Excel

Stock represents a major portion of cash expenditure within a 
typical retail outlet and for this reason stock management and 
cash management are of utmost importance to retailers.
Poor stock management either immediately or ultimately 
affects cashflow in a retail outlet. It is imperative that all major 
stock management risks are eliminated or reduced.
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Stock Planning 

•     Gather stock information from previous and current periods in a manner that will allow one to view and compare 
       consolidated product stock levels as well as individual retail outlet stock levels
•     Compare stock levels within and between retail outlets
•     Compare stock turnaround times in individual retail outlets
•     Investigate stock reports, paying specific attention to the circumstances under which sales were made (i.e. sales at 
       full profit vs sales at markdown prices), turnaround times achieved and profit made 
•     Determine ideal stock levels - these differ from item to item and store to store. Stock levels must be determined, 
       planned and managed for all stock items within a specific store. This ensures that stock does not remain on shelves/
       stock rooms for lengthy periods of time

•     Increase stock turnaround times in a way that allows retailers to achieve maximum sales on the lowest stock level 
       possible while still meeting customer requirements as this in turn leads to higher sales
•     Reduce the number of stock items where the stock turnaround times are too low as these items may result in higher 
       than normal markdowns and therefore reduce gross profit
•     Locate older stock that has not yet sold or stock that has a turnaround time that is low and move this stock to retail 
       outlets where said stock moves quickly 
•     Return older stock to suppliers/vendors
•     Consider eliminating slow selling stock

•     Monitoring all stock deliveries by supplier/vendor
•     Comparing expected delivery dates to actual supplier/vendor delivery dates and noting all late deliveries
•     Once these activities are complete one will be in a better position to negotiate with the supplier/vendor regarding 
       meeting delivery expectations.

Internal Stock Management

External stock management


